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Abstract8

Capital market (Dhaka Stock Exchange and Chittagong Stock Exchange) have multiple and9

significant roles in the development of nation?s economy. They provide avenues for investment10

and capital acquisition and can provide an indication of overall economic condition (Stock11

Market Crisis: Hasan; The Financial Express, 12 July 2012). The stock market is the engine12

of growth for an economy, and performs a critical role in acting as an intermediary between13

savers and companies seeking additional financing for business expansion. Vibrant capital is14

likely to support a robust economy. While lending by commercial banks provides valuable15

initial support for corporate growth, a developed stock-market is an important prerequisite for16

moving into a more mature growth phase with more sophisticated conglomerates17

18

Index terms— BSEC, DSE, CSE, IPO, BB, capital market, DEC-mobile, DSEX, NASDAQ, demutualiza-19
tion.20

1 I.21

2 Objectives of the Study22

3 Broad objective23

The main objectives of the study are to investigate, measure, and evaluate the stock market Crisis, performances,24
activities, and initiatives from the reflection light of secondary data and investors’ perceptions.25

4 Specific Objectives26

5 ?27

To investigate the reasons for the stock market crisis and the impact of it on investors.28

6 ?29

To sort out the reasons for the crisis.30

7 ?31

To find out the investors knowledge on capital market.32

8 ?33

To motivate the investors doing analysis rather than running after rumor.34
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17 B) STOCK MARKET COLLAPSES IN 1996 & 2011

9 II.35

10 Methodology of the Study a) Research Approach36

? This is a quantitative research, in some cases qualitative approach has been applied. ? At first phase an37
exploratory research has been conducted to understand the nature of problem and its subcomponents.38

11 b) Sources of Data39

To meet the research objectives both primary and secondary sources of data have been used.40

12 Primary Source41

i. A model questionnaire has been developed to elicit essential data. The Questionnaire is structured in nature42
and is based on Likert Scale method. Population: All investorsin share market and some selective investors.43
Sampling technique: Convenience sampling technique was used to select investors. Sample Size: Total 10044
investors. Survey area: Dhaka and Chittagong ii. Informal interviews with industry experts and managers of45
BSEC, DSE and CSE. iii. Observation of investors while investing in capital market.46

13 Secondary Sources47

? Books and articles on stock markets and financial institutions ? Website of BSEC, DSE, CSE and others.48
? Newspapers, Magazines and government’s source.49

14 Data Analysis Techniques50

? Excel and SPSS software has been used to analyze data ? Various statistical methods and formulae have been51
used. ? Different Graphs, Tables, Charts and others instruments are used to make presentable the research52
results (Findings).53

III.54

15 Literature Review of the Study55

Before going for the topic selection, and to gain insight of that problem, it becomes necessary to review the56
already published work on that particular area. Since the functions on a stock market is tend to be specialized57
and not is understood by common people, this review part will give some basic knowledge and review of stock58
market crash, history of the stock market crash and defined reasons for the crash.59

Bangladesh is a rising market with two stock exchanges, Dhaka Stock Exchange Ltd. (DSE) and Chittagong60
Stock Exchange Ltd. (CSE). DSE is the larger of the two. Dhaka Stock Exchange (Generally known as DSE) is61
located in Motijheel Commercial Area which is situated in the heart of the Dhaka city. It was incorporated in62
1954. Chittagong Stock Exchange (Generally known as CSE) is located in SK Mujib Road, Agrabad Chittagong.63
It was incorporated in 1995.64

16 a) Stock trader and investors65

There are especially two types of investors in our country: institutional investor and small investor. Institutional66
investors include Mutual fund, Merchant Banks, Provident Fund Companies, Insurance Company and Investment67
corporations. They have the right to invest in the share market. But their buying natures are restricted by the68
rules and regulations. They take part in the placement of shares. Retail investors are those who invest in the69
market with a view to earning profit. Their capital is not defined or confined by any laws or means. They are70
invited by the companies to participate in the IPO. After the IPO, the shares enter into the secondary market for71
transaction. In the recent collapse of share market, the retail investors are the main victims. The institutional72
investors are being accused of taking part in destroying the market ??MOF, 2011). ICB has more than thirty73
thousand accounts to facilitate the institutional investors, whereas more than three hundred thousand people are74
involved in the share market. That means there are more than 30 lakh small investors in our country.75

17 b) Stock Market Collapses in 1996 & 201176

Most of the countries’ stock markets have confronted the taste of collapse at least once. In 2000, London Stock77
Exchange and American Stock Exchange encountered the collapse. Economic recession all over the world caused78
the share market collapse in America and Europe. But Bangladesh protected itself from this scenario due to very79
little foreign investment in this country.80

After 1996 collapse in the share market, a neutral Inspection Committee was formed with a view to investigating81
the reasons behind the market collapse. Munir Uddin, an FCA, was the chief of that committee. He opined that82
the collapse of 1996 was the result of the activities of a group of people. Main accused at that collapse were83
outsiders to Bangladesh. Some of the leading businessmen along with the foreigners committed the crime. They84
were sued at that time but lack of evidence closed the files of the alleged persons. According to that Investigation85
Committee, more than 500 crore was transferred outside the country. But for that failure, the government and86
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the SEC were accused. The controlling and the monitoring activities were weak. As a whole, it can be said that87
paper based share certificate, lack of knowledge of the retail investors, manipulation, inside trading and greed88
are some of the main reasons of the collapse (MOF, 2011). The main catalysts for that collapse were the shrewd89
manipulators from both home and abroad (Mohiuddin, 2010).90

After 14 years, SEC and the two share markets again experienced the taste of collapse. But this time the91
reasons were different. The paper based share certificates are no more in existence. As per the report of Ibrahim92
Khaled, various reasons led towards this disaster. Institutional investors played a major role in that case. For93
instance, each merchant bank has the right to invest in the market 10% of the deposit money collected from the94
clients. But they didn’t comply with these rules.95

They invested more than ascribed amount that violated the rules. Another reason was that ICB has more96
than thirty thousand omnibus account. With this accounts many company speculated and manipulated the97
total market. The free entrance of the black money caused collapse of the share market. More than 30 lakh98
B/O accounts are now in Bangladesh. But there is no legal restriction about opening the B/O account. It has99
been revealed in the report that a single person has more than 20 accounts to conduct share transaction. Lack100
of surveillance activities led toward this collapse (MOF, 2011). It was said by the expert an economist that101
more than 30 thousand core taka was taken away by the share market gamblers. These gamblers speculated the102
shares and increased the price, which attracted the retail investors. They entered in the market without having103
sufficient knowledge about share market. Lack of knowledge on the part of the small investors is also indicated104
as the reason of market collapse. Since the collapse of the share market, a number of measures were initiated105
by the government, of which the most important one was forming a competent probe committee to investigate106
the activities in the market during the run up to the boom and bust, identify malpractices and manipulations107
and come up with policy suggestions to address the attendant problems. The report published by Bangladesh108
Finance Ministry specifying the reasons for share market collapse helped to get an overview regarding the reasons109
of market collapse. Before describing the reasons behind share market collapse, a citation of the Waran Buffet110
may be considered which is important for the small investors-the market like the Lord, helps those who help111
themselves. But unlike the Lord, the market doesn’t help those who do not know what they do and what they112
shouldn’t do. It has been said in the report that recently market has experienced a sheer increase of investors and113
the volume of trade in the share market is one of the keys of economic development. The indomitable increasing114
market was to experience a collapse (opined by many market experts before the market crash). It has been115
opined by a giant investor that 3 million new B/O accounts have been opened newly in the last four years. The116
demand supply factor played a vital role in this collapse. Huge amount of money entered into the secondary117
market. The demand for the shares was created by opening many branches of brokerage houses. But the supply118
of the shares didn’t increase. Such kind of pressure on the limited shares increased the price of the shares, and119
thereby, led towards the crash. Every merchant bank invests a huge amount of money in the share market and120
makes huge profit out of it. But in December, 2010, the Bangladesh Bank gave order to the merchant banks121
to limit their investment in the share market and also increased the cash reserve ratio (CRR). As a result, all122
the merchant banks had to withdraw the excess amount of money from the share market for withdrawal from123
the extra investment as well as maintaining high CRR fixed by the Bangladesh Bank. Such kind of situation124
caused the decrease of liquidity in the share market which also was one of the reasons for market crash. Market125
manipulators controlled the market by spreading various rumors regarding the shares through media, newspaper,126
broker houses etc. Such kind of misleading information attracted the small investors to invest and thereby the127
market became overvalued. Lack of IPOs in the share market and the wrong placement of IPOs created the128
situation. Most of the IPOs went in the hand of big companies’ owners. As a result, people got a few shares to129
buy. It became easy to manipulate the market by those big persons. Commercial banks are to invest 10% of their130
total amount collected from the clients as deposits (Banking Act 26 (2). But it was found that they invested a131
huge amount of money that overvalued the market. Broad money and foreign remittance entered into the share132
market that created such situation. Not only these but also the loans taken by the people for business purpose,133
housing loan and industrial loan received were invested in the share market. Such situation overvalued the134
market. The source of the investment was not justified or scrutinized. Therefore, the black money entered easily135
into the market and the market was overvalued. Strict supervision and excessive intervention by the government136
created the crash. It was to be iteratively stated by the media that the current higher index could lead the137
situation like 1996 crash. It is assumed that such news warned the gambler and induced them to withdraw huge138
amount of money from the market. If the supervision and intervention had been more flexible, the nation would139
not have confronted the situation like this. The Managing Director of BDBL opined that the excess entrance of140
liquidity, the split of shares of Tk. 100 into 10 shares of Tk. 10 each, illogical right and preference shares issue,141
increase of IPOs’ price by applying wrong book building method and the misstatement of net asset value of the142
company were also responsible for the collapse of the share market. The CEO of IIDFC Capital limited opined143
that merchant bank should act as professional investment advisor to the small and other institutional investors.144
But Bangladesh Bank restrained the merchant banks from this investment advisory by formulating relevant laws.145
It is one of the reasons for market collapse. Other reasons like the insider trading by the dishonest broker, dealer146
and the related parties, wrong procedure in determining the face value of the shares, wrong information spread147
by the media, poor surveillance activities of SEC, DSE & CSE etc. led towards this disastrous situation in the148
Bangladesh share market. (Source: ASA University Review, Vol. 7 No. 1, January-June, 2013)149
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18 D) CAUSES AND EFFECT OF THE CRASH

There have been some researches reports about stock market bubble not crash. Islamand ??haled (2005)150
analyzed on the predictability of the share price in DSE prior to the boom in 1996 and found evidence in favor151
of short -term predictability of share prices. Mobarek and Mollah (2005) suggested that there are some factors152
(beta, size, the ratio of priceto-book value, volume of shares traded, earnings yield, cash flow yield, dividend yield153
and leverage) that influence share returns on the DSE. Akhter et al. ??2005) identified a number of problems154
being encouraged by the market. They recommended that the SEC, as a watchdog of the market, should play155
prominent role in reactivating markets, which is essential for accelerating the speed of country’s industrialization.156
Capital market is recognized as a vehicle for rapid economic development through mobilization of available157
resources in a country (Ahmed S, 2005). The capital market in Bangladesh received significant boost in last year.158
All share price indexes, turn over as well as market capitalization, improved substantially. However, the market159
lacks reflection of company fundamentals and the possibility of price manipulation in the market through insider160
trading cannot be ruled out. Some most important issues regarding crash-? The nature of stock market bubble ?161
Formation of bubble ? Possible reasons behind the crash Previous findings have reported mostly results that are162
based on purely the details of stock market bubble and its impact. Given the circumstances, the present study163
takes the initiative to conduct an historical investigation based on a new approach that evaluates the reasons of164
crashes of Bangladesh stock market respectively in 1996 and 2011. The findings from this study are valuable in165
guiding professionals and policymakers to further formulate effective compliance of Bangladesh stock market.166

Due to political unrest of Bangladesh state of emergency was declared and military took power of the country167
in 2007. During military-backed regime investment in real sectors as well as FDI decreased but the inflow of168
foreign remittance increased. Investors tried to find alternative investment sector to invest their savings and169
found stock market as an attractive alternative. According to CPD (2011), the total number of BO Account170
holders on 20th December, 2010 reached to 3.21 million though the number was 1.25 million in December 2009.171
Most of these new investors don’t have enough knowledge about the stock market but invest their most or all172
savings in the market. 238 brokerage houses opened 590 branches at 32 districts. As CPD (2011) found, internet-173
based trading operation, opening branches of brokerage houses across the country, easy access to the market174
information, arranging a countrywide ’share mela (fair)’ are the factors for increasing investors. But supplies of175
new securities through IPOs were not enough to chase huge capital of too many investors in the market. Banks176
& other financial institutions of Bangladesh had a lot of excess liquidity due to less business opportunities in the177
recession period of 2009-10. To minimize the cost of bearing excess liquidity and as a great opportunity, theses178
financial institutions & its officials as well as other people took loan and invest in the share market. This made179
a huge influx of liquidity in the share market. It was seen that the daily transaction in the share market was180
on an average from Taka 20,000 to 30,000 million in 2010 and the figure was double comparing to 2009. (Raisa,181
2011). To grow Bangladesh‘s economy by 7-8% per year Bangladesh Bank adopted accommodative monetary182
policy during the high inflation periods to support investment. Bangladesh Bank has pegged Taka against dollar183
to support exports. As Taka has been undervalued it has made excess growth in money supply. Last couple of184
years broad money made excess liquidity and the main motive behind it was Bangladesh Bank‘s ex-change rate185
policy. A big portion of this excess liquidity had gone to the stock market but there were very few shares in186
the market. The policy that was adopted by BB to grow economy by increased exports & investment eventually187
misguided and ended up blowing the mother of all bubbles. Then government again fuelled the bubble after188
per-mitting whitening of black money through tax breaks and schemes (Rahman, 2011)189

18 d) Causes and Effect of the Crash190

Market insiders blamed the recent fall on the central bank’s measures to control the liquidity flow in the banking191
system. In an effort to contain inflation, the central bank had to increase the Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) by192
50 basis points to 6 %. It was also aimed at stopping credit-flow to non-productive sectors such as giving loans193
to buy apartments, cars, luxurious items etc. Bank and non-banking financial institution’s investment on the194
stock market depends on the paid up capital. The central bank also issued another directive asking financial195
institutions to adjust their stock investment exposure by December 2010. From January 2011, no institution196
will be allowed to invest more than 10 percent of its total liabilities in the stock market, and the exposure will197
be calculated based on market price, not cost price. Moreover government proposed gain tax on capital gain198
though this decision was postponed but it affected the investors. Introducing OTC market made the junk share199
of around 25 companies to be traded there resulting in increase in demand of the remaining share. Companies’200
asset revaluation opportunities are given. Companies raised their asset value thus in turn increasing the NAV per201
share of the company. It made the investor to invest in those share. Change of face value of the share and it was a202
great impact on booming market. As a consequence of changing the face value it ultimately increases that share203
price. The International Monetary Fund’s prescription to Bangladesh Bank for addressing the overexposure of204
commercial banks to the stock market also propelled the unprecedented fall. The SEC increased the share credit205
ratio to 1:2 from 1:1.5. It means an investor will get a loan of Tk 2 against shares worth Tk 1. This induced the206
investors to take loan at the time when the market was good, thus after the crash it takes away all the belongings207
of the investors. Beside this poor monitoring on big investors or speculators by DSE and SEC and also lack of208
coordination between stock exchange and SEC is responsible for this crash.209
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19 IV.210

Analysis and Findings based on Primary Data Interpretation: Among the respondents 18% of them have their211
investment in the stock market for more than 6 years while 32% have made their investment between 5-6 years and212
45% of the investors have mentioned they are in the market for last 3-4 years. Only 5% investors entered into the213
market during the crisis period (less than 1-2 years.) 02. How much is your total exposure to the stock market?214
Interpretation: It is observed that 30% of the investors have their investment more than 2,000,000. Only 16% of215
them have investment less than 500,000, meanwhile 34% of the respondents have investment between 1000000-216
2000000 and 20% of investors ranges between 500,000-1000,000. It is evident that all the investors have more217
than 5lac worth of investment in the market.218

20 5% 45% 32% 18%219

Less than 1-2 years 3-4 years 5-6 years more than 6 years 16% 34% 20% 30% Less Than 500,000 500,000-1,000,000220
1,000,000-2,000,000 More than 2,000,000 03. What is the source of your investment fund? Interpretation:221
Investors have accumulated their investment from different sources. 34% of the respondents made their222
investments from own savings, 26% of the respondents collected from their relatives, 8% of the investors borrowed223
from banks and 32% of them accumulated from other sources. 04. How do you know about the stock market?224
Interpretation: 52% of the investors told us they first learnt about the stock market from their friends and family,225
24% of them mentioned Media and Newspapers as their source of information on stock market. 15% investors226
learnt from their self-studies and 9% mentioned other reasoning.227

21 I know the fundamentals of the stock I intend to invest.228

Interpretation: 57% of the respondents agreed that they know the fundamentals P/E ratio, EPS, NAV etc.) of229
the stock before making any investment decision on any particular stock. 27% of the investors do not know230
the fundamentals of the stock they intend to invest. 6% of them strongly agreed and 7% respondents remained231
neutral on the fundamental aspects of the stock they intend to invest. 3% respondents strongly disagree on this232
issue.233

22 I know the technical analysis of stock price?234

Interpretation: (A technical analysis of securities/stocks is a study of past price and volume trends to Judge the235
direction of future price movements of stocks.) 54% of the respondents are not acquainted with the technical236
analysis of stock price.34% of the respondents invest based on the technical analysis of the stock price.4%237
of investors strongly agreed on their expertise on technical analysis of stock prices. Interpretation: 56% of the238
respondents agreed with the statement that technical and fundamental analysis do not affect the stock market.34%239
of the respondents disagreed with the issue.240

23 Technical and fundamental analyses do241

08. What has attracted /prompted you to make investment decision in stock market?242
Interpretation: Among the respondents, 32% of the investors made their investment for short term quick capital243

gain, 26% were attracted towards market because they believe there were no alternative investment choices.30%244
of them came into the market for making excessive return.12% of the investors were driven by low return from245
savings instruments.246

09. I invest in the stock market for dividend only?247
Interpretation: 97% of the investors invest in the stock market not for dividend only but for other financial248

benefits too.249
10. I invest in the stock market for capital gain only?250
Interpretation: 7% of the respondents invest in the stock market for capital gain only.251
11. I invest in the stock market for both dividend and capital gain?252
Interpretation: 98% of the respondents invest in the stock market for both dividend and capital gain. These253

conclude that investors are keener to invest in banking sector than any other sectors. So, any mishap in this254
sector will have an adverse effect on the investors and thereby affecting the overall market.255

13. What kind of returns expectations do you expect from your investment portfolio account?256
Interpretation: After the market crash investors are compelled to revise their market returns expectation which257

is not as extreme before when investors wanted to earn more than 100% return from the market. 54% of the258
investors are quite happy to have return between 36%-45% per annum, 34% of them eager to have a minimum259
return of 26% to a maximum of 35% per annum. None of the investors are happy with a maximum with a260
maximum of 15%.It is evident that investors expectation has minimized by many fold after the crash.261

14. Do you think market manipulation had a significant impact on the stock market crisis?262
Interpretation: 86% of the respondents believe (48% strongly agree & 38% agree) that market manipulation263

had a significant impact on the recent market crisis. 10% of the investors disagree with statement.264
15. Do you think spreading of rumor also exaggerated the stock market?265
Interpretation: 70% of the investors agreed that spreading of rumor has also exaggerated the stock market.266

24% of the respondents enforced strong reaction on this statement.267
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26 INITIATIVES TAKEN

16. What is responsible for the recent stock market crisis?268
Interpretation: 36% of the investors believe that stock prices were overvalued and 34% of the investors blamed269

the financial institutions for their quick investment withdrawn which led the market in a severe down fall. 14% of270
the investors indicated on the liquidity crisis in the market. Meanwhile, 16% of the investors believe that it is lack271
of knowledge of the investors on the part of their investment decision which can also be considered as a strong272
reason for the recent market crisis. Interpretation: 10% of the investors firmly believe that DSE is responsible273
for the market crisis. 24% of investors mentioned that SEC has failed to regulate the market properly. 32% of274
the investors put their allegation against BB for allowing the banks to invest in the capital market beyond their275
stipulated limit (bank can only invest 10% of their total liability). 34% of the investors blamed the government276
for market crisis.277

18. Do you think the market was overvalued?278
Interpretation: 98% of the investors firmly believe that the market was overvalued.279
19. Market was overvalued for following reasons:280
Interpretation: 6% of the investors mentioned that change of face value of the stock made the market281

overvalued, 2% of the respondents believe that there were no other investment opportunities to invest elsewhere282
which ultimately drag large number of investors to the market. 12% of the respondents believe it is because of283
the extensive and aggressive publicity by DSE which pulled lot of investors into the stock market. 34% of them284
said about the inefficiency of SEC to regulate and control the market.46% of the investors could not stick to a285
particular reason and hence agreed with all the issue.286

24 What measures can be taken to stabilize the market?287

Interpretation: 18% of the investors suggested that all the participants of the capital market must have288
accountability and transparency. 8% of the respondents believe that investors should acquire proper knowledge289
and increase their awareness regarding different aspects and matter of stock market and 30% respondents believe290
there should be a balance between demand and supply of stocks in the market.44% of the investors also suggested291
that the concerned authorities of the capital market need to act accordingly.292

25 Summary of Findings Based on Primary and Secondary Data293

? Investors have minimum of 5 lac TK investment. ? They mostly prefer banking sector as safe investment. ?294
They are more interested to have capital gain rather than dividend. ? Investors tried to find alternative investment295
sector to invest their savings and found stock market as an attractive alternative source of investment. ? Change296
of face value and it was a great impact on booming market. ? Poor monitoring by DSE and SEC on the market297
manipulation is the cause of spreading of rumor. ? Quick investments withdrawn by financial institutions from298
the market. ? Lack of coordination between stock exchanges (DSE and CSE) and BSEC. ? The stock market299
crisis has restricted the new entrant in the capital market thus hampering the demand and supply of stocks. ?300
Banking sector is the most preferred among the investors, so implementation of CRR and SLR affected much in301
the capital market. ? BSEC increases the margin loan facilities from 1.5 % to 2%. As a result, a sizeable number302
of investors used maximum credit facilities to magnify their profit from the market. ? Introducing OTC market303
made the junk share of around 25 companies to be traded there resulting in increase in demand of the remaining304
share in the main stock exchange. ? Investors didn’t have idea about financial report of listed securities thus305
unfair audit report are published. ? Over exposure of banks and financial institutions in terms of investment306
in the stock market. ? Majority of general investors in Bangladesh stock market don’t have enough knowledge307
about the stock market. So, they fail to make good investment decision. That’s why they buy shares depending308
on rumor and artificial financial report of companies. ? It was found that some illiterate investors even don’t309
know about the company and its business operation when they buy share of the listed companies. ? Investors310
have to remember all the time, the gain or loss whichever comes from the investment, it belongs to them only.311

26 Initiatives taken312

? Investors should not pay any heed to rumors at the time of trading shares.313
? SEC should constantly monitor, regulate and control different aspects and matters of capital market314

effectively.315
? Investors must make investment decisions based on company fundamentals, technical analysis, price level316

and disclosed information.317
? BSEC should increase consciousness for the newcomer in the capital market ”invest from your own savings not318

from borrowings” organization into a profit oriented organization, and also turning a mutual organization owned319
by members into a company that is owned by shareholders. The company could be either a listed or unlisted320
entity that may be closely held or publicly held. Demutualization divides a member’s rights into two segments¬321
ownership rights and trading rights. In addition to the trading rights, a member acquires the ownership rights,322
which have a market value. So, demutualization converts a mutually ¬owned organization into a company, which323
is owned by shareholders. The main differences between a mutually¬ owned organization and a demutualized324
company are the functions of ownership, management and trading. In a mutual exchange these functions are325
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handled by a single group, but in a demutualized exchange these three functions are separated and managed by326
different bodies. Demutualization transforms the legal structure of a mutual exchange into a business entity.327

27 b) Conclusion328

The study was carried out to find out the major reasons for the recent stock market crisis of Bangladesh up329
to 2016 and its impact on the investors. The market faces crisis broadly because of the speculative attack and330
extensive investment by banking sectors. Bangladesh Bank forces the banks to go for massive selling of their331
shares that they are holding thus making an increase in excess supply of shares in the market resulting in a fall332
in the price of share. A number of reasons for the stock market crisis have been identified in this study. Though333
many causes were identified, few factors emerged stronger in the recent stock market crisis as those are pointed334
by majority of respondents.335

The causes includes over exposure of banks and financial institutions, poor monitoring of regulators, margin336
loan, insider trading, lack of general investor´s knowledge, imbalance of share and intervention of Bangladesh337
Bank. The crisis made changes in the investor’s perception now they reduce their investment in risky securities338
and also to have less expected return on their investment. The regulators and government have developed role339
and functions to minimize crisis. But they need to develop more and introduce new tools, strategies, directives,340
rules and regulations for market development and to prevent this kind of stock market crisis in future. Providing341
education on the stock market to the general investors and taking strict actions against manipulators can improve342
the situation and prevent this kind of crisis in the future. 1 2

Figure 1:

12

Figure 2: 12 .

Figure 3: C
343
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2© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US) 1
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27 B) CONCLUSION

Figure 4:
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. Moreover Security & Exchange Commissions was not capable to monitor the
market conditions properly. Due to the poor monitoring &
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dramatically. Moreover, some ini-31 tiatives taken by SEC were not effective and changed directives frequently such as; it changed directives of margin loan ratio 19 times. (Raisa, 2011) c) Market Condition before and after the Crash Dhaka Stock Exchange General Index (DGEN) soared to its highest levels from October, 2010 to December 2010, with the peak on Dec. 5, 2010 at 8,918 points. DGEN’S index on Jan. 3, 2010 was at 4568.40 and went up at a staggering 4,350 points or 95.23% increase! But on Jan 10, 2011, trading on the Dhaka Stock Exchange was halted after it fell by 660 points, or 9.25%, in less than an hour, the biggest one-day fall in its 55-year history. As a result the trading suffered a loss of about 6.7 %. Chittagong Stock Market also met a similar fate. The capital market was shut; small investors turned vandalistic; and the business city of Motijheel was transformed into a battlefield between protesters and law enforcers. Market capitalization dropped by 5.5 percent to Tk 3Global Journal of Management and Business Research
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[Note: 2016 C An Investigation, Measurement, and Evaluation on the Stock Market Crisis, Performances and
their Initiatives: A Study on the Investors’ Perceptions]
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traditional mutualstock exchangesinto
demutualized ones. Normally demutualization
means turning a nonprofit

Figure 7: ?
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